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Criticism of the Cult in Jeremiah:
A Consideration of Jeremiah 7:1-8:3
( Part 3・Total Negative against the legitimate Cult?)
Kiyotaka KOGA
　We consider Jeremiah7:21-28 in this paper. In this unit, Jeremiah throws some harsh and 
cynical words toward the cult, namely the total negative against the legitimate cult. Many 
commentators have tried to explain the meaning of these words. However, it seems to us to 
be unsuccessful, because they did not receive the severity of the negative words straightly. 
Therefore we try to search the real object and meaning of these words, considering each 
verse. We also research for the family affairs of Jeremiah, then, we can find his clan of 
Levitical Priesthood. We also consider the “Confession” of Jeremiah, which are in Jeremiah 
capter11-20. There is a curious attitude of God toward his royal prophet, Jeremiah. Jeremiah 
cannot understand the silence of God concerning his severe condition and cry of pain. We may 
think about the negative against the cult both with his family aﬀ airs and with God’s irrational 
attitude toward Jeremiah.
